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Figure 1: Transport networks visualize paths in the porous medium occupied by one fluid phase (non-wetting) injected from the right when
displacing another fluid (wetting), depicted until breakthrough (i.e., the non-wetting phase establishes an uninterrupted connection from right
to left). The matrix layout reflects the position in parameter space with respect to capillary numbers Ca and viscosity ratios M. Corresponding
glyphs ( ) representing each configuration by a colored cell are used for efficient communication. In experiments with low Ca ( ) the
non-wetting fluid evolves in a narrow path from right to left, an effect commonly referred to as "capillary fingering", indicating the dominance
of capillary forces. Decreasing M ( ) in the experiments yields a broader path, and further increasing Ca ( ) introduces new flow paths
in the upper part which evolve much later than the main flow (so-called “viscous fingering”). High Ca and M ( ) yield an almost uniform
(“piston-like”) progression of the flow from right to left, hinting at predominant viscous forces.

Abstract
We developed a new visualization approach to gain a better understanding of the displacement of one fluid phase by another
in porous media. This is based on a recent experimental parameter study with varying capillary numbers and viscosity ratios.
We analyze the temporal evolution of characteristic values in this two-phase flow scenario and discuss how to directly compare
experiments across different temporal scales. To enable spatio-temporal analysis, we introduce a new abstract visual representation
showing which paths through the porous medium were occupied and for how long. These transport networks allow to assess the
impact of different acting forces and they are designed to yield expressive comparability and linking to the experimental parameter
space both supported by additional visual cues. This joint work of porous media experts and visualization researchers yields new
insights regarding two-phase flow on the microscale, and our visualization approach contributes towards the overarching goal of
the domain scientists to characterize porous media flow based on capillary numbers and viscosity ratios.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; • Applied computing → Environmental sciences;
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1. Introduction

A porous medium is a material containing interconnected void
spaces. Understanding fluid flow through such a medium is at the
core of porous media research. Two-phase flows and specifically
their displacement processes are highly relevant for various indus-
trial and environmental applications, including enhanced oil recov-
ery [AMW∗17], soil remediation [FHR04], printing [KLG10], etc.
However, the underlying physical processes are not fully understood
yet and are subject of experimental investigations and simulations.

In this work, we discuss our visual analysis approach to study
the forced displacement of a fluid saturating the void space by an-
other fluid that is injected into the porous medium in a laboratory
setting. Depending on the parameters of the conducted experiments,
the liquids behave differently, and the time required for the injected
fluid to traverse the medium also varies strongly. To derive insights
from the captured fluid progression, we propose to extract several
metrics that characterize each experiment. To enable the analysis of
the spatio-temporal changes in the distribution of the fluids, we ex-
tract pore networks. They allow to both capture the spatial progress
of the injected fluid as well as establishing a correlation between
the pore geometry and the behaviour of the fluid. With our method,
we are able to classify the conducted experiments into groups of
similar behaviour. We discuss how the previously established depen-
dency on specific experimental parameters is misconceived and that
prior metrics do not properly reflect the local behaviour of a porous
medium. In the remainder of this section we introduce necessary
background on porous media fundamentals, before outlining our
analysis goals in this paper.

1.1. Fundamentals of Porous Media

A porous medium contains solid material and a distribution of void
space. Porosity denotes the ratio of the void volume over the bulk
volume of the porous medium. The void spaces can be categorized
into pores (large void space) and throats (narrow spaces connecting
the bodies), see Fig. 2. Pore bodies and pore throats are generally
interconnected so that flow through the porous medium can occur.

In this work, we study the forced displacement of a wetting fluid by
an incoming non-wetting fluid in a porous medium. This process is
referred to as drainage (the term imbibition denotes the opposite). In
an experimental setup, the formation of an uninterrupted connection
of displacing fluid between its entry into the system on one side and
its exit on another side is a key event commonly denoted as break-
through. The concept of wettability and the corresponding differen-
tiation of the fluids into wetting and non-wetting phases expresses
the affinity of a fluid towards the solid surface as a result of inter-
molecular interactions at the fluid-solid interface: the wetting fluid
has an increased affinity—i.e., stronger adhesive forces—towards
the solid, while the opposite holds for the non-wetting fluid.
Two types of forces are the most relevant when studying displace-
ment processes in a porous medium. Capillary forces cause slow
fluid displacement dictated exclusively by the geometry of the pore
space (pores and throats). With imbibition, capillarity can drive flow
in narrow spaces even against forces like gravity (e.g., paper absorb-
ing water). This capillary flow is driven by tension at the fluid-fluid
interface and the wetting properties regarding the solid phase at the
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Figure 2: Illustration of basic terminology in a focused domain of
the porous medium under investigation (with a porosity of 0.5).

fluid-solid interface. Viscous forces are induced by friction between
fluid and solid walls which slows down the flow at the boundary
of a fluid, generating layers of different velocities. These, in turn,
induce shear stresses acting in parallel to these layers, propagating
the slowing effect from solid walls to inner fluid layers. Hence, this
yields laminar flow in which a fluid flows in internal layers of differ-
ent velocities along its cross-section. The internal friction between a
fluid’s layers and the impact on its flow is expressed via viscosity.
This is proportional to the velocity gradient between layers, and for
high velocities the flow is called "viscosity driven".
Two numbers are commonly used to characterize flow. The capillary
numberCa is a dimensionless quantity representing the relative effect
of viscous forces versus capillary forces. It is commonly expressed
as the product of viscosity and fluid velocity, divided by interfacial
tension. As a rule of thumb, for low capillary numbers (≲ 1e−5)
flow in porous media is dominated by capillary forces, whereas for
high capillary numbers (≳ 1e−3) the capillary forces are negligible
compared to viscous forces; a combination of both forces is in effect
for for intermediate capillary numbers. The viscosity ratioM depicts
the relation between the viscosity of the invading fluid—the non-
wetting phase for the drainage scenario in this work—to this of the
defending fluid—the wetting phase.

1.2. Analysis Goals

The overarching goal of this work is to characterize flow based on the
capillary number Ca and viscosity ratio M. A series of experiments
yields 2D+time grayscale image data for different combinations
of Ca and M (Sec. 3.1), from which we extract three phases: the
non-wetting and wetting fluids, and the solid phase (Sec. 3.2). We
then address three analysis questions, which in combination support
our overarching goal. To begin with, we study how the temporal
evolution of relevant output quantities, like saturation, disconnected
components, and interfacial area is governed by Ca and M (Q1).
These scalar quantities indicate quantitatively how Ca and M affect
the displacement process at a given time. The geometry of the porous
medium also has a crucial impact on the acting forces. In narrow
areas capillary forces are generally more relevant, while in larger pore
spaces the impact of viscous forces is higher. Regarding the spatial
evolution of the flow, we then analyze how the spatial displacement
patterns change (Q2), and how pore throat widths influence local
flow properties (Q3). Our visualization approach supporting these
analysis tasks is described in-depth in Sec. 4 ff.
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2. Related Work in Visualization and Porous Media Research

Visualization of porous media and liquid phases. Earlier work
focused mostly on the rendering of porous media: Grottel et
al. [GRZ∗10] show different approaches employing geometry
shaders, or ray casting, while Naumov et al. [NBK13] investigate
rendering flow in a porous medium in a virtual reality environment
and tackling occlusion issues. Zhang et al. [ZFS∗18] extracted CO2bubbles and their surrounding geometry in a liquid-filled sandstone
sample from X-ray computed tomography data. They automatically
classify and correlate bubbles with similar interface morphology and
geometric features and support the search for pore geometries that
favor the sequestration of CO2 bubbles. DeWinter et al. [dWWS∗20]
investigate the behavior of single-phase flow in microfluidics from
experimental recordings via confocal microscopy. Among others,
they visualize the boundaries between different flow regions and
depict transport mechanisms via streamlines and animated render-
ings. The Scientific Visualization Contest 2016 featured a particle
simulation ensemble of salt dissolving in water, developing viscous
fingers [GG16]. This data set was the focus of several approaches,
also beyond the contest scope. Gralka et al. [GGS∗18] describe a sys-
tem for the visual and structural investigation of this data via multiple
views, drilling down from diagrams of ensemble metrics to inves-
tigation of the 3D data, abstracted finger topology and vortex core
lines forming in the data. Favelier et al. [FGT16] extract and track
the emerging fingers based on topological data analysis and visualize
their properties in comparative line plots. Lukasczyk et al. [LAS∗17]
extended this, incorporating tracking graphs ( [WCBP12]) to investi-
gate a single simulation and a query interface coupled to thumbnails
of a ParaviewCinema database to investigate the ensemble as awhole.
An alternative approach complements the 3D and structure views
by glyphs summarizing high-level parameters of single members of
the ensemble [LBS∗18]. Soler et al. [SPD∗19] rank an ensemble of
viscous fingering simulations according to their agreement with a
ground-truth data set. To this end they propose a novel metric that
combines geometric and topological features based on persistence
diagrams. Xu et al. [XDH∗19] use Reeb graphs to extract viscous and
gravitational finger structures and the respective skeletons, which are
abstracted into glyphs and tracked over time. They also demonstrate
a tracking graph augmented with the glyphs as well as an analysis
system which allows for interactively browsing through the spatial
domain as well as the extracted fingers.

Ensemble visualization. The analysis of ensemble data generally
is a challenging visualization task [OJ14]. Kehrer et al. [KH13],
Sedlmair et al. [SHB∗14], and Wang et al. [WHLS19] provided
detailed surveys of related techniques. Potter et al. [PWB∗09] as
well as Sanyal et al. [SZD∗10] proposed early approaches to study
climate ensembles, while Waser et al. [WFR∗10] described a sys-
tem for the interactive steering of simulation ensembles. Bruckner
and Möller [BM10] employ squared differences to explore a simu-
lation space, Hummel et al. [HOGJ13] compute region similarity
via joint variance, and Kumpf et al. [KRRW19] track statistically-
coherent regions using optical flow. Hao et al. [HHB16] calculate
shape similarities for particle data using an octree structure, while
He et al. [HGSP20] employ surface density estimates for distances
between surfaces.

Porous Media Research. Macroscale models for two-phase
flow in porous media have been proposed and widely applied. Van
Genuchten [VG80] introduced a model putting the capillary pres-
sure arising from capillary forces in a simplified, non-linear rela-
tion to the wetting phase saturation. Based on thermodynamic prin-
ciples and approaches, it has been shown that capillary pressure
crucially also depends on its spatial distribution in the porous do-
main [SBR∗16]. Theories which accordingly include more state vari-
ables than saturation are denoted as extended theories. Hassanizadeh
and Gray [HG93] proposed to use interfacial area between phases
as a separate state variable in addition to saturation. Extended theo-
ries can also include process variables dependent on higher-order
morphological features [KS14] which can be expressed with the first
three Minkowski functionals M0 –M2 [Web01].

Two-phase flow has been studied in experiments with natural or
artificial porous media. Mostly rock samples are used as natural
porous media [BRB∗16,BOK∗13,ABB13], and many approaches
exist to manufacture artificial porous media with well-defined prop-
erties [Dar57, GCS88, Sha98, CCR97]. Karadimitriou and Has-
sanizadeh [KH12] introduced the term micromodel to describe an ar-
tificial, transparent porous medium with similar average properties—
like pore size distribution and porosity—to a natural porous medium
on the centimeter scale. Micromodels are commonly produced ei-
ther by etching processes [MK61], or lithography [Tho83]. Soft-
lithography specifically is widely employed due to its comparably
low cost and high precision [XW98]. We also use it in this work to
create a micromodel from Poly-Di-Methyl-Siloxane (PDMS).

Lenormand et al. [LTZ88] numerically and experimentally inves-
tigated the impact of capillary numbers Ca and viscosity ratios M
via qualititative observations. They categorized the flow regimes
into capillary fingering for low Ca, viscous fingering for increased
Ca and low M, as well as stable front for elevated Ca and M. Cheng
et al. [CPNNG04] performed drainage and imbibition experiments
to investigate the role of the interfacial area between fluids as a sepa-
rate state variable under quasi-static flow conditions. Karadimitriou
et al. [KHJNK14] discuss this under dynamic conditions (using a
PDMS micromodel), concluding that interfacial area can only be
used under quasi-static but not under dynamic conditions. They at-
tributed this mostly to phases getting disconnected, but could not
quantify and further analyze this in detail as we do now.

3. Experiments and Image Analysis

We conducted experiments to study the distribution of the two fluid
phases depending on capillary numbers Ca and viscosity ratios M for
a fixed pore geometry (Sec. 3.1). The three involved phases—solid,
wetting fluid, and non-wetting fluid—are then extracted from the
resulting time-dependent ensemble for further analysis (Sec. 3.2).

3.1. Experiments

All experiments use an artificial porous medium made of
Poly-Di-Methyl-Siloxane (PDMS) via soft lithography [XW98,
KMK∗13] (replicating the so-called C-type network from Sivane-
sapillai and Steeb [SS18]). The pore geometry was generated by
positioning cylindrical pillars of various diameters at various loca-
tions, yielding a mean pore size of 410 µm and a porosity of 0.44.
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Figure 3: Optical setup capturing the experiments: (1) LED source
mounted to an objective lens, (2) the stage for the micro-model, (3) a
prism, (4) a telephoto lens, (5) an industrial camera (connected to
a PC via Ethernet), (6) a stable power supply, and (7) the syringe
pumps. The setup was placed on a vibration-free optical table.

(a) Ca1e−5,M0.2 (b) Ca1e−4,M0.2 (c) Ca1e−3,M0.2

(d) Ca1e−5,M1 (e) Ca1e−4,M1 (f) Ca1e−3,M1 (g) Ca1e−2,M1

(h) Ca1e−5,M10 (i) Ca1e−4,M10 (j) Ca1e−3,M10 (k) Ca1e−2,M10

Figure 4: Experiment recordings at breakthrough (an uninterrupted
connection exists between left and right boundary, Sec. 5.2).

The resulting distribution of sizes for the corresponding pore bodies
and throats creates a certain degree of local pore space heterogeneity.
It allows to observe local and global flow differences even though
the porous medium is not varied across experiments (incorporating
other geometries in our experiments remains for future work).

We consider a drainage scenario: the pore space is entirely sat-
urated with the wetting phase initially. It is then displaced by the
non-wetting phase streaming into the system from the so-called inlet
on the right side and leaving at the outlet on the left. Fluorinert FC-
43 serves as the wetting phase that is displaced by water dyed with
ink, as the non-wetting phase. Water itself yields a viscosity ratio
M = 0.2. With the addition of glycerol also M = 1 and M = 10 were
realized. The flux at which the fluid is introduced into the porous
medium from the right is accordingly adjusted to achieve capillary
numbers of Ca ∈ {1e−5,1e−4,1e−3,1e−2}. Due to technical chal-
lenges and induced deformation of the micromodel, the combination
of Ca = 1e−2 and M = 0.2 was excluded from the data.

PDMS is naturally transparent which allows using transmitted
light microscopy (Fig. 3) to capture flow at a resolution of 8 mi-
crons/pixel at 1–15 fps (depending on the speed of the investi-

(a) original capture (b) manual cleaning (c) post-processing
Figure 5: Mask pre-processing phases (zoom-in, Ca1e−5,M1).

gated process). This yields a gray-scale 8-bit image sequence with
a resolution of 2448 × 2050 pixels per image for every experi-
ment (e.g., Fig. 4). The wetting phase, PDMS, and some trapped air
appear as light-gray to white pixels, while the non-wetting fluid, inter-
faces and dust particles appear as dark-gray to black pixels (Fig. 5a).
The porous media model is flushed and heated between experiments
to remove residual fluids. This leads to translational and rotational
displacements, as well as slight perspective changes. To compensate
for this, we capture one mask image before the non-wetting fluid
enters and align captured images accordingly (see Enhanced Corre-
lation Coefficient (ECC) [EP08]), using (Ca1e−2,M1) as reference.
The mask is further used to distinguish between pore space and solid.

3.2. Phase Segmentation

In the recorded masks, the walls of the Poly-Di-Methyl-Siloxane
(PDMS) geometry appear as ≈ 10 pixel wide contours with a dark-
gray to black tone that becomes lighter towards the edge (see closeup
in Fig. 5a). The contours exhibit noise in brightness and thickness
due to material and lighting imperfections. Dust particles from the
air deposit on the model and appear as stains with arbitrary gray
values. Furthermore, the model geometry features dead-end pores
at the top and bottom which trap air bubbles that cannot be flushed
out and make the space inaccessible to the fluids. These air bubbles
appear as translucent material with a dark-gray to black contour.

Mask images are cleaned manually (removing trapped air bubbles,
Fig. 5b), denoised with a 5×5median blur filter, and binarized (pixel
values < 128 yield black, white otherwise). Remaining artifacts be-
low the minimum pore throat size are further reduced by applying
three iterations of morphological opening and closing operations
with a 3×3 kernel (e.g., [HSZ87]). Finally, tiny connected regions
with contours of < 150 pixels are removed to account for smaller
artifacts (e.g., due to dust particles) [S∗85] (Fig. 5c). This conserva-
tively yields a limited number of remaining artifacts, but crucially
small fluid components and fine pore geometry remain intact. The
images captured during the experiment are pre-processed just like
the masks, but without initial manual editing. The non-wetting phase
corresponds to all black pixels, assigning the remaining pixels to the
wetting phase (Fig. 6c).

4. Visual Analysis Approach

We now outline analysis questions regarding porous media research
and motivate the design of our visualization approach. In the analy-
sis, our first step is to understand (Q1) how descriptive quantities are
governed by Ca and M. The three considered quantities—saturation,
disconnected components, and interfacial area—capture important
characteristics of the displacement process for each time step of
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(a) mask (b) captured frame (c) phases (d) interfaces (e) connected phases
Figure 6: Phase segmentation and interface extraction example for (Ca=1e−2, M=1). (a) Using themask, (b) captured images are (c) segmented
into solid, wetting and non-wetting phase (Sec. 3.2). (d) We further compute interfaces between all phase combinations. (e) The fluid phases
are further partitioned into parts with and without uninterrupted connection to (i) the inlet on the right for the non-wetting phase (disconnected
parts depicted in red), and (ii) the outlet on the left for the wetting phase (disconnected parts shown in orange).
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Figure 7: Five steps determining the interface length between phases
N and W from left to right (bitwise operations: blue; floating point
operations: orange). Changes to the previous state are indicated in the
respective color. White pixels of N are expanded via dilation (⨁),
before the bitwise AND of N andW yields their interface (&). Corner
pixels are removed from the interface (◺), and distances of pixel
to their neighbors are computed via convolution (∗). Finally, the
interface length is the sum of pixel distances (∑).

each experiment (Sec. 5.1 and Fig. 7). This multivariate visualiza-
tion problem is addressed on the basis of line charts which are well
accepted and easily understood in the application domain. All ex-
periments are shown in each chart for direct comparability (Fig. 8,
discussion in Sec. 6). Variations in Ca and M yield differences of
about three orders of magnitude in the duration of displacement pro-
cesses (between 330ms and 593 s). In one case (Fig. 8a) we address
this with a logarithmic scale of physical time. In Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c
as well as in further visualizations throughout this work we instead
employ temporal normalization based on breakthrough—an event
which is fundamentally important for the analysis (Sec. 5.2).

Linking lines in the chart to their corresponding position in pa-
rameter space is crucial for the analysis. To support this, we use a
bivariate color map with dimensions Ca andM.We further introduce
dedicated glyphs designed to intuitively represent parameter space
positions for groups of experiments. The glyphs also employ the
bivariate color scheme for depicting selected experiments, while
conveying the full parameter space with a light gray background
for context (the “missing” square in the top-right indicates the pa-
rameter combination (Ca1e−2,M0.2) without stable results, see
Sec. 3). For instance, the group of experiments with parameter combi-
nations {(Ca1e−4,M0.2), (Ca1e−3,M1), (Ca1e−2,M10)} is rep-
resented via , and depicts {(Ca1e−5,M1), (Ca1e−5,M10),
(Ca1e−4,M10)}. These glyphs are used as overlays in our charts to
convey the parameter space positions of groups of lines with sim-

ilar progression, but also inline in the text to provide an intuitive
parameter space link for supporting the discussion.

Under variation of Ca and M, we further aim to analyze (Q2) how
the spatial displacement pattern changes, and (Q3) how pore throat
widths influence local flow properties. Our line charts are only able
to convey temporal aspects but not explicitly spatial progression and
the impact of pore geometry. Therefore, we introduce our approach
for transport networks in porous media to address Q2 and Q3. A
transport network is a graph with nodes corresponding to pores and
edges reflecting pore throats. We associate their components with
the local pore geometry (the free space not occupied by the solid, see
Sec. 7.1). This allows to track the displacement progression based on
spatial coverage, and relate this to said pore geometry. We employ a
node-link representation of transport networks for its natural geomet-
rical embedding in the physical setup. It provides a static (global)
overview of displacement progress for individual experiments before
or after breakthrough. Comparing transport network representations
in a matrix layout enables the correlation between system states and
parameter configurations (Sec. 7.2, see Fig. 1, Fig. 10). The layout
directly represents our 2D parameter space with Ca and M—akin to
the glyphs introduced above—and juxtaposition is well-suited for
comparing the experiments present in our experimental ensemble.

Transport networks further allow linking flow displacement to
pore space characteristics, enabling the quantitative visual analysis
via transport histograms. These relate the width of pore throats to
their occupancy with non-wetting fluid (Sec. 7.3, Fig. 11). Like line
charts, histograms are well-understood in the domain. Via stacked
bars, one combined representation can convey occupancy before and
after breakthrough, as well as throats that never get saturated.

5. Visualization Data for Comparative Analysis

Interfacial length, (dis-)connected fluid components, and saturation
are our quantities of interest extracted from each captured experi-
mental image (Sec. 5.1). Direct comparison between experiments
requires dealing with different temporal scales, and for this we dis-
cuss three different means of temporal normalization (Sec. 5.2).

5.1. Quantities of Interest

Interface Length. The length of the interface between the wetting
and the non-wetting phase gives an indication of how significant the
impact of the different forces is. We compute the interfacial length
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Figure 8: Temporal evolution of different quantities of interest across experiments. A bivariate map assigns color to each experiment regarding
its corresponding Ca and M (cf. lower left quadrant in c), and overlays were added to emphasize the location of identified groups of similar
behavior in the parameter space (this was done manually, an automated approach is subject to future work).

between the non-wetting phase N and the wetting phase W based on
the masks from the segmentation in five steps (see Fig. 7).
⨁ We first expand white pixels in N by dilating with a 3×3 kernel.
& Then, we perform a bitwise AND with mask W. This results in

one-pixel-thin lines at the interface between N and W.
◺ Filter operations then set those white pixels to black that have a
white neighbor both horizontally and vertically.

∗ The sum of Euclidean distances to its neighbors is computed for
each center of a (white) pixel by convolving with a 3×3 kernel.
Its entries depict distances between centers—divided by two as
one segment is accounted for by both corresponding pixels.

∑ Finally, the sum of pixel distances yields the total interface length.
Fluid Parts (Dis-)Connected to Inlet/Outlet. The non-wetting
fluid can be disconnected from the inlet due to significant stresses
induced by competing viscous forces and interfacial tension. The
number of disconnected components provides complementary in-
sight on the interplay of these forces. We check what portion of the
non-wetting fluid is connected to the inlet on the right, and respec-
tively what part of the wetting fluid is connected to the outlet on
the left (Fig. 6e). For this, we consider the distance of fluid parts to
the respective image border—i.e., on the left for the wetting fluid,
and the right for the non-wetting fluid. For the images captured with
our experimental setup, we identified a distance of 40 pixels to the
border—i.e. 1.5% of the 2448 pixel wide frame—to yield reliable
detection of both fluid phases across all images.
(Connected) Saturation of Fluid Phases. Saturation depicts the
ratio of the pore space occupied by wetting fluid and yields insights
regarding the speed of progression and eventually achieved coverage.
We consider only the part of the wetting phase connected to the
outlet, i.e., neglecting parts enclosed by the non-wetting fluid (so-
called extended theories in the domain likewise only cover connected
phases, see Sec. 2). Strictly speaking, the input images are two-
dimensional projections of three-dimensional processes. However,
the loss of depth information in the processes is negligible: the
considered porous medium is orders of magnitude smaller in depth
than in width and height, at 100 µm in comparison to 20mm×15mm.
Accordingly, we approximate the saturation of the fluid phases by
the relative fraction of pixels per phase over the pixels belonging to
the total pore space.

5.2. Temporal Normalization via Breakthrough

We need to achieve meaningful comparability of the evolution of
our experiments despite their run times ranging across different or-
ders of magnitude. For this, we use the breakthrough event—i.e.,
the formation of an uninterrupted connection of the non-wetting
phase from the inlet on the right to outlet on the left—as a temporal
reference point to normalize time individually per experiment. The
behavior of the fluid before and after breakthrough is of particular
interest in the analysis. For instance, depending on the experimental
parameters, certain characteristics—like the continuation of satu-
ration change—are not expected to happen after breakthrough. We
obtain normalized time t̂ from physical time t by putting it into the
context of the time span from the start of the experiment ti until
breakthrough at tb: t̂ = t−ti

tb−ti
.

6. Temporal Evolution of Characteristic Values

Visualization data and temporal normalization enable a quantitative
comparison across experiments (Fig. 8). Below, line charts depict the
progression of a quantity of interest across all experiments, linking
lines to Ca and M via a bivariate color map and dedicated glyphs
indicating position in the parameter space.
Interface between wetting and non-wetting phase (Fig. 8a)

From the visualization, we identify groups of two to three curves for
which the interface length starts increasing at similar points in time:
( ) {(Ca1e−3,M0.2), (Ca1e−2,M1)},
( ) {(Ca1e−4,M0.2), (Ca1e−3,M1), (Ca1e−2,M10)},
( ) {(Ca1e−5,M0.2), (Ca1e−4,M1), (Ca1e−3,M10)},
( ) and {(Ca1e−5,M1), (Ca1e−5,M10), (Ca1e−4,M10)}.
Interestingly, similar behavior in this regard can be observed along
“diagonals” of step-wise increases of Ca and M in the parameter
space. At the boundary of our parameter space, for the transition
from diagonal to , it is indicated that the behavior does not
change fundamentally anymore when going further in this direction.
This hints at scenarios in which the impact of different forces is
similar—in this case with the low capillary numbers this marks the
beginning of a “capillary regime” in which capillary forces dominate.
We complement the observation by investigating respective transport
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networks that demonstrate comparable flow paths in Fig. 1. We also
learn that higher capillary numbers yield a larger interfacial area, and
in the following we further distinguish them into two characteristic
cases (see Sec. 8 for a detailed discussion of our findings in porous
media research).
Disconnected Components (Fig. 8b)
The number of disconnected components (i.e., blobs and ganglia)
until breakthrough gives a complementary view on the behavior
described by means of Fig. 8a. Most cases contain a limited num-
ber false positives (≤ 10) due to remaining artifacts after segmen-
tation (see Sec. 3.2). The experiments (Ca1e−2,M1) and
(Ca = 1e−3,M = 0.2) stand out, indicating that the combination of
high capillary number and low viscosity ratio creates many more
isolated and disconnected blobs of the non-wetting phase than the
other configurations. From this, we would expect the excluded ex-
periment (Ca = 1e−2,M = 0.2) to exhibit an even higher number
of disconnected components, as high capillary number and low vis-
cosity ratio favor such behavior. Additional experiments would be
required to confirm this, as no reliable results could be obtained with
our setup for this configuration (Sec. 3). It is also clearly reflected
that as the viscosity ratio increases for high capillary numbers, the
system changes from creating blobs to fluid progression in a narrow
path (dubbed fingers)—as seen for (Ca = 1e−2,M = 1) (g) and

(Ca = 1e−2,M = 10) (k) in Fig. 4. The formation of blobs is also
one of two main causes identified in this work to be responsible for
an increase in interfacial area (as seen in Fig. 8a).
Saturation of the Connected Wetting Phase (Fig. 8c)

The appearance of blobs and ganglia is one of the main reasons why
we differentiate between connected and disconnected phases. Two
groups of curves depicting the saturation of the connected wetting
phase can clearly be identified in the diagram: one where the satu-
ration settles between 0.3 and 0.5 ( ), and the rest ( ) where the
saturation eventually approaches zero. Generally, breakthrough takes
place at lower saturation for larger Ca. In addition, for increasing
viscosity ratios, saturation after breakthrough steadily declines with
eventually almost all wetting fluid being evicted (this is an important
property for oil recovery, among other applications).

These findings indicate that for low capillary numbers, the flow
is dominated by capillary forces, which induces the formation of
so-called capillary fingers—thin, elongated flow structures, dictated
exclusively by the local geometry of the pore space (the violet con-
nected non-wetting phase in Fig. 6e shows an example). As the
capillary number increases, a gradual switch can be observed from a
capillary regime to a mixed capillary and viscous regime (where both
viscous and capillary forces are significant). The further decrease in
saturation indicates that viscous forces enable trapped wetting phase
being freed after breakthrough (e.g., Fig. 6e in orange).

Blobs form when we increase the capillary number even further
(for viscosity ratios M∈ {0.2,1}, Fig. 8b), caused by the competition
between shear stresses and capillary forces. Fig. 8c shows that this fur-
ther increases the saturation. The fluctuations in (Ca 1e−3,M 0.2)
and (Ca 1e−2,M 1)) can be attributed to synergy effects with vis-
cous fingering Fig. 4cg). As the viscosity ratio increases (M = 10),
behavior changes to a piston-like movement of the non-wetting
phase, with parallel fingers quickly invading a large part of the pore

space ( (Ca 1e−2,M 10) in Fig. 4k). Besides the formation of dis-
connected components, this constitutes the other identified main
cause behind the increase in interfacial area seen in Fig. 8a (see
Sec. 8 for further discussion).

7. Space-Time Analysis via Transport Networks

The analysis in Sec. 6 is based on scalar values—saturation, interfa-
cial length, and disconnected components. While they quantitatively
show how Ca and M affect the displacement process, they only im-
plicitly indicate the resulting flow patterns. To directly capture and
convey flow evolution with respect to the spatial domain, we propose
a new visualization approach via so-called transport networks.

The general concept is based on pore network models which
are widely used in porous media research for estimating material
properties and simulation. Unfortunately, no precise definition of
pores and throats exists, and prior approaches exhibit significant
shortcomings [Blu01,XBJ16]. On the one hand, medial axis meth-
ods reduce the pore space to a topological skeleton, e.g., via thin-
ning [BSM∗96, LFMP98]. While this preserves the connectivity
of the pore space, pores cannot be identified unambiguously any-
more. On the other hand, the maximal ball algorithm finds the largest
inscribed circles in the void space for each pixel and removes those in-
cluded in other circles [AKB07,SP06]. The largest remaining circles
identify pores, which are connected by the smaller remaining circles
between them representing throats. However, the lack of a specific
definition is a major problem with heterogeneous pore geometries
like the one in this work. Neither medial axis nor maximum ball
methods yield pore network models with a complete unambiguous
mapping of void space to components.

These shortcomings are addressed with our (parameter-free) trans-
port networks covering the complete void space. Nodes represent
pores and edges reflect pore throats not only in terms of topology. By
design, nodes and edges are associated with void space area such that
there is no overlap and all of the void space is covered. This allows
for a complete and unique mapping of fluid to pores and throats. A
node-link representation then provides an aggregate overview of
displacement progress for individual experiments before or after
breakthrough (Sec. 7.1). Comparing them in a matrix layout en-
ables linking flow evolution to the experiment parameter space (see
Sec. 7.2 and Fig. 1). We further quantitatively link flow displacement
to pore throats of different widths via transport networks and analyze
the result with transport histograms (Sec. 7.3).

7.1. Transport Network Representation

We first create our transport network structure whose nodes (pores)
and edges (throats) are associated with spatial coverage, yielding a
partitioning of the complete void space. This allows to determine
whether a pore, or throat, is occupied by the non-wetting fluid for
each time step of an experiment based on the segmented phases. We
finally discuss the visual mapping of transport networks to convey an
aggregate overview on fluid progression patterns in the pore space.

Transport network structure. We propose to construct transport
networks and their topology in a parameter-free way based on a
triangulation of the void space, i.e., the part of the porous medium
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intermediate edge          pore edge      project     to          minimum width along

(a) Illustration. (b) Result
Figure 9: For transport network generation, the contours of the solid
are sampled (blue) and triangulated. Midpoints of edges not covered
by solid become intermediate nodes (yellow). In the center of trian-
gles with three intermediate nodes we insert a pore node (red), while
triangles with two intermediate nodes induce intermediate edges
(yellow lines). These intermediate edges are then aggregated to form
connections between pore nodes (red lines).

that is available for fluid transport (Fig. 9). For this, we generate
sample points at the solid interface (Sec. 5.1)—a step size of 20 pixels
has proven to be sufficient to adequately resolve the domain (see
blue points in Fig. 9a). Note that this was done with the purpose of
reducing cost—in contrast to prior approaches whose parameters
heavily influence the produced result (see discussion in Sec. 2). From
these, we generate an unstructured triangular mesh via Delaunay
triangulation.

Each triangle edge whose midpoint lies in void space becomes
an intermediate node (yellow circle in Fig. 9a) and is added to our
transport network. Next, we check the number of intermediate nodes
for each triangle to distinguish whether it corresponds to a pore or a
throat. In case there are two intermediate nodes, the triangle belongs
to a throat. We add an intermediate edge connecting the intermediate
nodes to our transport network (yellow line in Fig. 9a). If there are
three intermediate nodes, the triangle belongs to a pore and a new
pore node is inserted at the barycenter of the triangle (red circle
in Fig. 9a). In addition, intermediate connections between the three
intermediate nodes and the pore node are added as well.

The generated void space triangle mesh, nodes, and connections
can be applied to all experiments that have been conducted with the
same pore structure, after they have been aligned as described in
Sec. 5. Crucially, this allows to directly compare experiments and
analyze differences in flow processes.

Fluid occupancy. Each pore and throat segment are associated
with one triangle covering a portion of the porous medium that is
available for fluid flow. This allows us to register fluid occupancy
with each component of the transport network by checking to what
extent triangles cover areas filled with the non-wetting phase accord-
ing to phase segmentation (Sec. 3.2).

For our analysis, we are interested in how long a pore, or a throat
segment, is occupied by the non-wetting fluid in the considered time
span, from the beginning of the process until breakthrough. We
simply count a pore, or throat, as occupied at a given time step if the
area of the associated triangle overlaps with non-wetting fluid (we
use a minimum threshold of 10% to neglect small dust particles).
Usage rate then depicts the ratio with which the respective triangle
is occupied by non-wetting phase over a given time span.

Visual representation. We visualize transport networks and cor-
responding fluid occupancy information with the goal of conveying
a static overview on flow evolution before and after breakthrough.
Our mapping is based on a node-link representation: nodes indicate
pores (provided via pore nodes), whereas links denote throats, which
are given as a sequence of intermediate line segments between two
pore bodies. As we aim to compare flow evolution across different
experiments via juxtaposition—we place experiments next to each
other in a matrix layout reflecting the parameter space, see Sec. 7.2—
it is crucial that also smaller representations are expressive.

For enhanced visual clarity in an overview visualization, we con-
tract (purple arrows in Fig. 9a) the sequence of line segments de-
picting a throat to a straight pore edge connecting pore bodies (in
red). We linearly map the minimum width of the respective pore
throat to the thickness of the edge, as this metric is expected to have
a strong influence on flow displacement. Triangle edge lengths pro-
vide a good approximation of pore width in our case (see Fig. 9b).
The contracted edge consists of segments which correspond to one
triangle each, and we map respective to color via the Inferno color
map [SvdWF15] (a perceptually uniform map depicting increasing
 clearly with monotonically increasing luminance).

Another characteristic of interest for the analysis is the length of
the considered interval in physical time. We encode this information
in unoccupied pores and throats with  < 1% (i.e, they would oth-
erwise be mapped to black in our case). To be able to distinguish
it clearly from  depicted with Inferno, we use a secondary isolu-
minant color map based on CET-I1 by Kovesi [Kov15]. It consists
of slightly saturated colors which do not divert the attention of the
viewer and are also clearly distinct from Inferno.

The transport network to analyze how flow paths change after
breakthrough is created in a slightly different way (Fig. 10). The
usage rate is determined for the time interval before (before) andafter breakthrough (after). after is mapped to color as described
above, but segments with before > 1% are mapped to black to
indicate pore space already occupied before breakthrough.

7.2. Transport Network Matrix

To investigate the effects of Ca and M on flow behaviour, we create
a small multiples visualization that arranges transport networks in a
2D matrix layout such that the position in the parameter space is re-
flected (akin to the glyphs introduced above). This allows to compare
across all available combinations of Ca and M in a static visualiza-
tion and to assess their impact on the spatio-temporal distribution
of phases. In our analysis, we investigate two kinds of transport
matrices, differing in the considered time span: before (Fig. 1) and
after (Fig. 10) breakthrough. Their combination conveys a com-
prehensive qualitative and quantitative summary of flow progres-
sion. Among others, this yields new insights regarding the forma-
tion of large interfaces as well as the impact of forces after break-
through. This will eventually lead us to the conclusion that Ca is
ill-defined (see Sec. 8 for a discussion of findings in porous media
research).

Before breakthrough (Fig. 1). First, we consider the time span
from entry to breakthrough. Generally, the progression of the flow
through the porous medium can be seen clearly, especially also
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Ca1e−5,M10 Ca1e−4,M10 Ca1e−3,M10 Ca1e−2,M10
Figure 10: Transport networks of non-wetting flow after break-
through (structures with fluid before breakthrough are depicted in
black; color maps are akin to Fig. 1).

indicating for how long certain parts of the pore geometry were
occupied via the depicted usage rate  . Note that for this type of
experiment, directly corresponds to how soon a respective part is
occupied, as the non-wetting phase retreats from a previously visited
pore or throat only in few select cases.

Overall, different patterns can be observed that allow to draw con-
clusions regarding the impact of different forces in different areas of
the parameter space. Experiments with low capillary number ( )
yield comparably slow fluid progression in the form of a slim tongue,
which is characteristic for a capillary regime. Viscosity ratio M only
has little impact on the distribution of phases before breakthrough,
yet we note that lower viscosity ratio results in a slightly broader path
and processes running more quickly. Incremented Ca ( ) yields
qualitatively similar results, yet with a significantly increased influ-
ence of M. Further increasing the capillary number ( ) interestingly
yields new flow paths from the inlet in the upper part of the porous
medium that evolve much later than the main flow below. This hap-
pens to some extent in all experiments, but is particularly significant
in these cases. This effect requires further detailed investigation.

The combination of high capillary number Ca and viscosity ratio
M ( ) yields an almost uniform progression of the flow. Accord-
ingly, the impact of the pore space is relatively small in the sense that
the local pore geometry found in different parts of our solid does not
seem to have a profound effect, since we no longer see fingers grow-
ing but a more-or-less stable front. This indicates a viscous regime
(i.e., viscous forces dominate). In contrast, as indicated above, the
flow paths with low capillary number and high viscosity ratio ( )
clearly show the pore structure driving the flow along a certain path,
which indicates a strong impact of capillary forces (i.e., hinting
at a capillary regime). The cases in between exhibit an interesting
interplay of both forces. A clear correspondence can be observed be-
tween experiment duration and flow patterns: fast experiments yield
almost uniform "piston-like" progression, while slower experiments
exhibit a narrow path. These observations are complemented with
the analysis of quantities of interest which results in similar groups
of outcomes despite considering other aspects (Sec. 6).
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Figure 11: Histograms over minimum width of pore throats that
transported the non-wetting phase before and after breakthrough;
Fig. 1 (before) and Fig. 10 (after) for corresponding networks.

Generally, this shows that the phase occupancy at the boundary
pores at the inlet and the outlet mostly depend on Ca, but there are
also fluctuations between experiments in a viscous flow regime with
large Ca. Resolving this issue by adapting the experimental setup is
almost impossible in practice since for high capillary numbers even
slight deviations can have a significant effect.

After breakthrough (Fig. 10). The extent of changes in pore
space after breakthrough provides insights regarding the impact of
different forces, and also supports partitioning of the parameter space
into different regimes. For low capillary numbers Ca ( ), we see
that after breakthrough the usage rate does not change significantly
since the capillary forces dominate the process, and the geometry of
the porous medium is in charge of the process. The minor changes
on the left can mostly be attributed to discontinuities at the outlet
end (commonly denoted as capillary end effects). Intermediate cap-
illary numbers with a medium or large viscosity ratio ( ) yield
similar results, yet with a stronger tendency toward newly visited
pores close to the right boundary due to the increased impact of
discontinuities at the inlet. For the same Ca, a low viscosity ratio M
yields significant changes in the top-right, however. We also dis-
cover further progression with medium capillary numbers Ca and
high viscosity ratio M ( ), which we attribute to extensive viscous
effects. As the capillary number is increased even further ( ), we
observe a further decrease in wetting phase saturation due to even
stronger viscous forces. The characteristic that (almost) the whole
pore space is occupied by non-wetting fluid for this configuration is
an important property for numerous applications.

7.3. Pore Throat Histograms

Transport networks further allow us to analyze the relation between
pore throat width and coverage with non-wetting fluid, which we
show via histograms over the throat width using the same small
multiples layout as above (Fig. 11). The histograms convey occupied
pore throats before and after breakthrough, visualized as stacked bars
in blue and orange, respectively. The remaining pore throats—which
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never transport non-wetting fluid—are added on top as light-gray
bars to convey the total distribution of pore throat widths as context.

These histograms in Fig. 11 complement the transport network
visualization in Fig. 1 and Fig. 10, covering both time periods (be-
fore/after breakthrough) in one view and enabling a quantitative
comparison of throat occupation. Different aspects already discov-
ered in the transport network visualizations can be investigated in
more detail. Generally, larger Ca lead to a higher saturation, with
Ca ∈ {1e−3,1e−2} yielding (almost) full saturation of the porous
medium eventually ( ). This also quantitatively underlines the ob-
servation that high Ca in combination with low M leads to viscous
fingering ( ), low Ca with practically any M yields capillary finger-
ing ( ), and high Ca together with high M results in a stable front
that yields (almost) full saturation eventually after breakthrough ( ).
The experiments in-between in the parameter space exhibit a mixture
of these characteristics ( ). It is also confirmed that—across all
experiments—a lower coverage is achieved for smaller throat widths.
This is due to an increase of so-called capillary pressure—resulting
from the interaction of interfacial tension between the fluids and the
affinity of the wetting phase to the solid—which in this case opposes
fluid transport and increases with smaller Ca.

8. Discussion and Future Work

This paper both discusses our visualization approach for the visual
analysis of two-phase fluid flow in a porous medium and presents
the new insights from an experimental parameter study.

Visual representations. Our visual analysis approach enabled
our domain experts to effectively study characteristic flow patterns
influenced by pore geometry as well as the combination of viscous
and capillary forces. It proved beneficial to build upon well-known
visualization concepts like line charts and histograms, whenever
possible. Our new node-link transport network representation has
further shown to be effective due to its natural geometrical embed-
ding in the physical setup. Major design considerations across all
visualizations included the comparison between experiments and
their positions in the parameter space.

In each of the charts showing characteristic quantities, every exper-
iment can be depicted by one line each in a straightforward fashion.
We first solely relied on a bivariate color map for associating lines
with the parameter space, which, however, proved to be difficult
to interpret. The introduction of parameter space glyphs as annota-
tions to the charts significantly improved the mapping of lines to
the parameter space, and further greatly facilitated the discussion of
respective results by using them as graphical representatives.

For the number of experiments in our ensemble, juxtaposition in
a matrix layout is an effective means for the comparison across trans-
port networks and histograms. There might be difficulties regarding
visual scalability for an extended ensemble though. For the transport
network matrices presented in this work, we already found it helpful
to improve visual clarity by contracting pore edges.

The visualizations were iteratively refined in close discussion be-
tween visualization researchers and domain experts. In particular,
it was found to be challenging to compare findings regarding the
parameter space across our different types of visualizations and to

map specific parameter values to the parameter space layout. The
implementation of a consistent parameter space layout across ma-
trices of transport networks and histograms as well as the glyphs
annotating the charts has shown to be highly beneficial in this regard.
Still, directly linking individual representations—e.g, within a visual
analysis system—would have facilitated what has proven to be an
important part of the analysis.

Findings in porous media research. Identifying and classifying
experiments with similar behavior allows us to partition the experi-
ment parameter space into regimes and relate them to the dominant
driving forces (i.e., capillary forces, viscous forces, and combina-
tions thereof). Through visual analysis, we newly identified two
characteristic cases leading to large interfaces: competing viscous
and capillary forces inducing breakup of the non-wetting phase, and
the creation of thin fingers. We further investigate the validity of
Lenormand’s theory regarding the partitioning into different flow
regimes based on Ca and M [LTZ88]. Ca = 1e−5 ( ) should corre-
spond to a capillarity-dominated flow regime, and also yield similar
flow displacement characteristics for a capillary regime across vis-
cosity ratios M (see Fig. 1). However, after breakthrough, something
unexpected happens for a capillary regime (Fig. 10): there is fur-
ther expansion of the occupancy of the non-wetting phase, inversely
proportional to M. This is surprising since there is an established
low resistance path for the non-wetting phase. This needs to be
attributed to the impact of viscous forces, which is underlined by
the identified impact of M. From our results, we claim that only

(Ca 1e−5,M 10) is an (almost) exclusively capillarity-dominated
case, with other experiments exhibiting viscous contribution of vary-
ing degree as indicated by post-breakthrough changes. Note that
Ca and M are interconnected for a given pair of fluids, and when
changing M an inverse change in flow velocity is required to keep
Ca constant (i.e, the flow velocity must be 50× higher for M= 0.2 in
comparison to M = 10 to yield the same Ca). The 50× slower flow
velocity for M = 10 also means accordingly slower breakthrough,
providing the overall system more time to reach a steady state. The
system becomes more dynamic and unstable for larger Ca, and gradu-
ally switches from a capillarity-dominated regime to a purely viscous
one. With our visual analysis approach, we are now able to demon-
strate that Ca is ill-defined. While it considers velocity at the inlet,
the heterogeneous pore geometry yields variations in local velocity—
and with this Ca—across the porous medium. This means that the
local Ca yielding breakthrough can not clearly be attributed solely to
capillary forces anymore. Depending on the spatial configuration of
the porous medium in the vicinity of breakthrough, this may trigger
a sequence of events leading to a deviation from a purely capillary
regime (we observe this in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11).

Future work in porous media research. These findings demon-
strate the need for additional metrics characterizing the flow regime
in a porous medium. It is apparent now that information related
to the capillary number and the viscosity ratio is not enough, and
information regarding the geometrical distribution of the pore space
is probably the missing link. In general, our experiments exhibit
physical effects that are challenging to model due to the increased
physical complexity of the processes involved. While micro-scale
approaches exist, they cannot adequately model all observed effects,
whereas macro-scale models do not consider some effects at all (e.g.,
the reduction of effective interfacial area between solid and non-
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wetting fluid is not appropriately reflected). Based on the extracted
data and findings of this work, we can, for the first time, attempt to
effectively model the respective processes. We aim to investigate the
role of the solid phase geometry more closely as well as its interplay
with Ca and M. For this, we plan to repeat the experiments with pore
structures exhibiting similar average properties (like porosity), but
different geometries (locally and globally). We also intend to extend
our research to scenarios other than primary drainage, and evaluate
the role of the pore bodies and throats as the dominant geometrical
measure of each displacement process. This is directly linked to the
so-called Young-Laplace equation describing the capillary pressure
difference between two fluids which is also dominantly affected by
the local geometrical properties of the porous medium. Pore bodies
are the determining feature for drainage, due to their increased size
and lower entry capillary pressure for an invasion process, while
pore throats are dominant during imbibition due to their reduced
size and the spontaneous response of the system to the increased
capillarity. Finally, we aim to investigate the conditions under which
fluid components can become disconnected, and how they interact
with and influence flow evolution.

Future work in visualization. The planned efforts in porous
media research will require additional experiments, yielding an ex-
tended and more densely sampled parameter space. This poses sig-
nificant additional challenges for the visual analysis. In particular,
different directions for enhanced visual scalability of our visualiza-
tion approaches will be investigated. First of all, while our matrix
layout of transport networks proved to be crucial in our analysis, it
does not directly scale visually to larger experiment and/or simu-
lation ensembles. However, transport networks provide an abstract
representation of the pore geometry that could further be scaled
towards more expressive smaller representations (like glyphs) by
reducing the underlying graph accordingly. We already take a small
step in this direction in this work with the contraction of throat
segments to a straight line for visual clarity, but more advanced
measures are needed for the analysis of much larger ensembles. We
further aim to supplement the analysis with additional quantities
that could prove to be relevant (e.g., distinguishing disconnected
components into ganglia and blobs and quantifying shape via de-
scriptors). This accordingly results in a high-dimensional feature
vector describing each experiment that could be the basis for further
analysis techniques based on projection and/or clustering.

Furthermore, in this work, we employ the same porous medium
for the sake of direct comparability. An extended study, however,
will include different models for a more targeted investigation of spe-
cific effects as outlined above. However, direct spatial comparison
across different pore geometries will not be possible anymore, but
needs to be substituted by more abstract alternatives. In particular,
this means relying more strongly on extracted quantities that still
incorporate pore-space properties, like transport histograms in this
work. Perspectively, 3D experiments (and simulations) could also
be conducted for further investigation. Quantity extraction generally
works akin to 2D, and transport networks can be generalized to 3D by
discretizing the porous medium with tetrahedra instead of triangles.
However, we anticipate that the direct 3D visualization of a complex
transport network will exhibit issues regarding clutter and visual
clarity. This could be addressed with a combination of condensing
the visual representation and focus+context-style exploration, po-

tentially linked with views showing extracted quantities for a more
comprehensive visual analysis approach for porous media research.
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